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Who We Are
Jane Grimsbo Jewett
Associate Director
Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture
University of Minnesota
jewet006@umn.edu

Kathy Zeman
Executive Director
Minnesota Farmers’ Market Association
kzeman@mfma.org

Brett Olson
Creative Director & Co-Founder
Renewing the Countryside
brett@rtcinfo.org
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Who Is Helping Us
Local Food Advisory Committee

Minnesota Department of Health
- Food, Pools, and Lodging Section
- Statewide Health Improvement Partnership

Minnesota Department of Agriculture
- Food and Feed Safety Division
- Dairy and Meat Inspection Division
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local Food Advisory Committee has been meeting quarterly since January 2013. It is a meeting of food regulators from the Minnesota Department of Agriculture, Minnesota Department of Health, and sometimes MDH delegated authorities; staff from the University of Minnesota; and people representing sustainable agriculture and local food-oriented organizations. The meetings are a space where issues around local food and state regulations can be discussed and resolved.



Who Is Helping Us
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We thank our co-sponsoring organizations that are helping us spread the word across Minnesota about these trainings. 



Tribal Liaison 
MN Department of Agriculture

Shannon Kesner
shannon.kesner@state.mn.us
218-382-0173

www.mda.state.mn.us/home/
tribal-relations
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Why This Project?
• All three of us have worked with local 

food systems in Minnesota for many 
years, and have witnessed and 
experienced confusion about 
regulations.

• We have seen good ideas struggle and 
sometimes fail because of confusion and 
misinformation about regulations.

• Knowledge is power! We have 
knowledge to share.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caveat: My own knowledge on Tribal food systems is very limited, so I’m going to be talking mostly about State of MN laws, but I will do my best to point out where food can cross boundaries between reservation and non-reservation and how folks might use that to be able to sell what they grow or make.



What this is:
Information about the food 
regulations that exist in 
Minnesota
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What this is not:
Advocacy to change the 
regulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though advocacy is very important good work, and lot of it is happening – that isn’t what this presentation is about.



Blazing Trails 
Resources: 

www.misa.umn.edu/resources/
blazing-trails
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The landscape of 
food regulation: 
federal, tribal, 
state, local 
(statute & rule)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The interplay of federal, tribal, state, and local laws is complex and confusing. For everyone.



Federal Law: 

USDA:
meat, poultry, eggs
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples where MN is stricter:The USDA considers farm-raised game species like bison, elk, rabbit to be “non-amenable” to inspection, and says inspection is voluntary for sale of products from those animals. Minnesota says that farm-raised game species are still meat and are “amenable” to inspection, so processing and sale of products from these animals in MN requires continuous inspection. Continuous inspection means the inspector is there on every day of operations. The inspector looks at live animals before they are slaughtered, looks at the organs and carcasses after they are slaughtered, and looks at the meat processing areas of the plant. USDA has four poultry processing exemptions that could be used by farmers. Minnesota only allows two of those and has tighter restrictions on allowed buyers for the poultry processed under an exemption.



Federal Law: 

FDA:

fish, shellfish, snails, crickets, milk, all 
other food…

…unless a wholesale food product 
contains more than 2% meat. Then it’s 
USDA, and you need an inspector
present on every day of operations.
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FDA’s regulatory authority is delegated to state departments of agriculture or departments of health. In the case of milk in MN, the underlying law is in FDA’s “house,” but in MN that authority is delegated to the MN Department of Agriculture.



Sovereign Nations

In general:

• Trust Land: Activities subject to tribal 
law

• Fee Land & Privately Owned: Activities 
subject to federal, state, and local laws

• Gray area: When a food product is 
made on trust land but sold elsewhere
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities that cross over from tribal trust land to other places are handled on a case-by-case basis – BUT – in general, MN looks at product crossing a Tribal border the same way as if the product crossed a state border. Specific treaty provisions and details of federal law may alter these generalities in some cases.



Sovereign Nations

Model Ag & Food Code:

https://www.tribalfoodcode.com/

Some tribes model after state-level 
Food Code
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Janie Hipp, Chickasaw, Director of the Indigenous Food and Agriculture Initiative at the University of Arkansas Law School, and her colleagues have developed a model food and agriculture code for use by tribal nations. 

https://www.tribalfoodcode.com/


State Statute 
- no variances

State Rule
- variances allowed

Minnesota Rule 4626: 
Minnesota Food Code

Crossing 
State or 
Tribal
Lines?
FDA or 
USDA
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You probably don’t have to personally interact with agencies at every level. Most federal food regulations are implemented at the state level by MDA or MDH. You’ll have one regulatory point person who is under the jurisdiction of either MDA or MDH.Once products cross state lines, they are in interstate commerce, which is regulated by USDA or FDA. Explain again the difference between statute and rule: there can be variances to Rule. The Minnesota Food Code is a Rule, so there can be variances.



Local Ordinances
- variances
- conditional use 

permits
- zoning

LOCAL ALWAYS WINS!

Best Practices
- GAP: Good Agricultural Practices
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Landscape of Food Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local governments with delegated authority from MDA or MDH can have their own food ordinances, which may be stricter than the state’s but cannot be less strict. If a local government doesn’t have delegated authority for food, it can still have zoning. Zoning can trip up food businesses that may be legal according to food laws, but may not be allowed in a certain area according to local zoning. All zoning is local. Your recourse for a zoning issue is to appeal to the governing body of the local jurisdiction.Beyond regulation, there are voluntary best practices. Even if you are not legally required to implement a food safety practice, doing it voluntarily can help protect you from liability.



Exclusion from Licensing

Product 
of the Farm

State of Minnesota Constitution, 
Article 13, Section 7

MN Statute 28A.15 Subd. 2:
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/
28A.15
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https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/28A.15


People can sell their own product of 
the farm or product of the reservation 
to any buyer, including food facilities, 
with no license.

There might be other requirements for 
crossing into areas under state 
jurisdiction, like inspection of meat. 
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Product of the reservation = 
Product of the farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultivated mushrooms grown in a growth chamber in someone’s basement = product of the farm. Herbs grown in a 6’ x 6’ raised bed in someone’s backyard = product of the farm. If you are a restaurant that has a garden on site to supply some of your product, that is not a license exclusion. The restaurant is licensed, and growing some of their own product is one of their activities under their license.



Product of the Farm

No license required:

● Has to be from their 
owned or rented 
property (any size or 
configuration)

● No off-farm 
ingredients added

Cultivated 
mushrooms 
grown in a 
growth chamber 
in seller’s 
basement = 
product of the 
farm. 

Herbs grown in a 
6’ x 6’ raised bed 
in seller’s 
backyard = 
product of the 
farm.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultivated mushrooms grown in a growth chamber in someone’s basement = product of the farm. Herbs grown in a 6’ x 6’ raised bed in someone’s backyard = product of the farm. If you are a restaurant that has a garden on site to supply some of your product, that is not a license exclusion. The restaurant is licensed, and growing some of their own product is one of their activities under their license.



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added 

ingredients
● Shell eggs
● Fruits
● Vegetables
● Edible flowers
● Cultivated Mushrooms 
● Herbs
● Nuts
● Grains
● Dry beans
● Honey
● Maple syrup
● Wild foraged foods from own property

What’s 
missing from 
this list? 
DAIRY. Dairy 
products 
have 
additional 
facilities and 
inspection 
requirements
under the 
federal 
Pasteurized 
Milk 
Ordinance 
(PMO) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s missing from this list? DAIRY.  Dairy products are highly perishable and aren’t frozen for sale like meats. Dairy products have additional facilities and inspection requirements.  What about wild mushrooms?  Those can qualify as product of the farm if harvested on the seller’s owned or leased property, BUT the seller must be certified with the MN Department of Agriculture as trained in wild mushroom identification.



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients
● Shell eggs

Why are these items blue?

Because regulations for sale of these items 
depend on your buyer and on where you sell. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s missing from this list? DAIRY.  Dairy products are highly perishable and aren’t frozen for sale like meats. Dairy products have additional facilities and inspection requirements.  What about wild mushrooms?  Those can qualify as product of the farm if harvested on the seller’s owned or leased property, BUT the seller must be certified with the MN Department of Agriculture as trained in wild mushroom identification.



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients
● Shell eggs

• You can hold frozen meat or poultry in 
freezers on your property. 

• The freezers must be in a separate, sanitary 
space from your private dwelling, with 
separate entry.

• The freezers need not be ANSI certified.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The customer must actually set foot on your farm premises. The customer’s personal observation of your farm takes the place of agency inspection. Freezers used to hold frozen meat or poultry must be able to hold a temp of zero degrees F or below, but are not required to be ANSI certified.



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients
● Shell eggs

If you are selling to a food business:

• the meat or poultry must be processed 
under inspection (USDA or Minnesota 
Equal-To)

• shell eggs have grading, candling, & 
labeling requirements.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s missing from this list? DAIRY.  Dairy products are highly perishable and aren’t frozen for sale like meats. Dairy products have additional facilities and inspection requirements.  What about wild mushrooms?  Those can qualify as product of the farm if harvested on the seller’s owned or leased property, BUT the seller must be certified with the MN Department of Agriculture as trained in wild mushroom identification.



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients

On-reservation production & 
processing & storage prior to 
sale:

• Must be USDA-inspected 
processing in order to sell off-
reservation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s missing from this list? DAIRY.  Dairy products are highly perishable and aren’t frozen for sale like meats. Dairy products have additional facilities and inspection requirements.  What about wild mushrooms?  Those can qualify as product of the farm if harvested on the seller’s owned or leased property, BUT the seller must be certified with the MN Department of Agriculture as trained in wild mushroom identification.



Locally raised meats and poultry are legal for food facilities 
to use if slaughtered and processed under continuous 
(daily) inspection. Two options:

● USDA (can cross state lines and reservation lines)

● Minnesota Equal-To
(can be stored, transported, and sold within MN)

Meat & Poultry
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Product of the Farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Within Minnesota, USDA and Minnesota Equal-To inspection are equally valid for sale of meat and poultry to food facilities. The difference is MN Equal-To meat cannot be shipped across state lines.



USDA inspection “bugs”
Minnesota
Equal-To
Inspection 
“bug”

Minnesota 
Inspected
and
Passed

#9999
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Product of the Farm
Meat & Poultry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first circle is for USDA red meat. The second circle has a “P” in front of the number, which refers to poultry. The number identifies the facility. Red meat and poultry processed at a Minnesota Equal-To plant get the same mark of inspection. The outline of Minnesota will include a number that represents the processing plant. Red meat and poultry can’t be processed in the same facility at the same time. Either there are separate facilities, or separate days with a clean break in between.



Minnesota 
Inspected
and
Passed

“Non-amenable” 
species:
● bison
● cervidae (elk, deer)
● rabbit
● pheasant

#9999
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Product of the Farm
Meat & Poultry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The USDA triangle is for “non-amenable” (game species) farm-raised animals processed under voluntary inspection at a USDA plant. In Minnesota, farm-raised game animals are defined as “amenable” to inspection and receive the same mark of inspection as domestic species. Wild-harvested wild game cannot be sold in commerce because it doesn’t get a pre-slaughter inspection. May be exceptions in some tribal settings. Farm-raised dangerous animals (elk, bison, bull) can have antemortem inspection by an inspector & inspector witnesses the whole process of killing and transport to the plant. Animal carcass must be left intact & gotten to plant within limited period of time.



Wild-harvested game generally
cannot be sold in commerce because 
it doesn’t get a pre-slaughter 
inspection.* 

*Exceptions in some tribal settings. 
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Product of the Farm
Meat & Poultry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Farm-raised dangerous animals (elk, bison, bull) can have antemortem inspection by an inspector & inspector witnesses the whole process of killing and transport to the plant. Animal carcass must be left intact & gotten to plant within limited period of time.



Farm-raised dangerous animals (elk, 
bison, bull) can have pre-slaughter 
inspection on-farm. The inspector witnesses 
the whole process of killing and transport to 
the plant. Animal carcass must be left intact 
& delivered to plant within a limited period 
of time (1 hr).
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Product of the Farm
Meat & Poultry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This isn’t for all bulls, bison, or elk; only ones that are particularly aggressive or dangerous. This also doesn’t work if the farm is a long distance from the processing plant, so that it would take longer than an hour to transport the carcass. Mobile inspected processing units may be an option. There is a new USDA-inspected mobile processor in MN, based in Bemidji: Stittsworth Meats.



Product of the Farm

Donation of traditional Native American foods to 
a food service program in a public facility

• Wild-harvested wild game or fish can be 
donated to food service programs that serve 
primarily (more than 50%) Native Americans.

• It is the food service’s responsibility to verify  
the donated game is wholesome and was 
handled in a sanitary manner.
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Meat & Poultry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This provision was included in the 2014 Farm Bill, and retained in the 2018 Farm Bill.  25 Code of Federal Regulations 1685. https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/25/1685�https://fns-prod.azureedge.net/sites/default/files/cn/SP42_CACFP19_SFSP21-2015os.pdf



Locally raised shell eggs are legal for food facilities to 
use. Eggs are product of the farm if sold by the 
farmer who owns the egg-layer flock

Eggs can be handled and sold by others with the 
proper licensing from MDA and/or registration from 
USDA. 

Shell Eggs
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Product of the Farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make sure to note that licensing is needed if someone starts selling someone else’s eggs. 



Health care facilities are an exception. 

Pasteurized eggs are required for some uses at 
health care facilities because their patients or 
residents are defined as “highly susceptible 
populations.”

Shell Eggs
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Product of the Farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health care facilities, nursing homes, long-term care facilities are regulated by a different division within the MN Department of Health instead of the Food, Pools, and Lodging division that regulates all other food & beverage service.



Shell Eggs

Small Flock 
Egg 
Producer 
Registration 
Form
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Product of the Farm

https://www.mda.state.mn.us/sites/default/files/docs/2021-
02/AG04016-Registration-for-Selling-Shell-Eggs-in-Minnesota-2.21.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Registration is voluntary, but provides documentation that you are an approved vendor. There is no registration fee, and the form is one page. This can be a useful document for marketing to buyers like restaurants, grocery stores, and institutions. They may ask for your license, and if you’re selling product of the farm eggs you will not have a license, but you can show your registration certificate.



Questions about meat, poultry, or 
shell egg sales to food facilities?
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Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients
● Shell eggs

If you are selling to individuals at a farmers’ 
market:
• The meat must be processed under inspection
• Poultry or rabbits can be processed under 

inspection OR on the farm in an approved 
facility, according to standards in Public Law 
90-492.

• shell eggs have grading, candling, & labeling 
requirements.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
PL-exemption:  The 1,000-bird exemption cannot be used for farmers’ market sales.  The PL-exemption with an indoor facility can go up to 20,000 birds per year and do farmers’ market sales. Right of customer to inspect a farm and butchering process? This is a face-to-face transaction. The buyer takes on the responsibility of verification of safety. 



Farmers can process 
poultry on their own 
farms, without a 
license, in a sanitary 
facility, for sale to 
individual end 
consumers. 
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Product of the Farm

Facility standards: 
9 CFR 416.2-416.5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Farmers can process any poultry on their own farms, without a license, for sale to individual consumers. You can cut up the poultry under this exemption, but you cannot add ingredients to it.This type of labeling would be okay on a chicken for sale to an individual farmers’ market customer, but cannot be purchased by a grocery store, restaurant, school, hospital, etc.PL stands for Public Law. This was a 1968 revision to the federal Wholesome Poultry Products Act of 1957.�https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-82/pdf/STATUTE-82-Pg791.pdfApproved sanitary conditions are described in 9 CFR 416.2-416.5. This will mean an indoor facility with approved floor, wall, and ceiling finishes: smooth, cleanable, durable, non-porous. 



Farmers can process 
rabbits on their own 
farms, without a 
license, in a sanitary 
facility according to 
same requirements as 
poultry, for sale to 
individual end 
consumers. 
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Product of the Farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minnesota allows on-farm butchering of rabbits according to the same facilities and sanitation standards as required for the PL-exemption for poultry. The legal basis for on-farm butchering for rabbits is different from that poultry exemption, however. You do have to label your farm-butchered rabbit products in the same way, but you can just say “Exempt” instead of citing PL 90-492. Approved sanitary conditions for processing plants are described in 9 CFR 416.2-416.5.Approved sanitary conditions will mean an indoor facility with approved floor, wall, and ceiling finishes: smooth, cleanable, durable, non-porous.



Product of the Farm

Storage & Transport Requirements 
for meat, poultry, and eggs 
at farmers’ markets:

Meat & Poultry – frozen, 0oF
-- fresh, 41oF + 

date-marking

Shell Eggs – 45oF
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commercial-grade freezers and refrigerators are not required if you are selling Product of the Farm. If you have a license, such as Retail Food Handler, your freezers must be commercial-grade but are not required to be ANSI certified if they are for maintaining temp of frozen product. You can use a cooler with ice to hold shell eggs cold, but must be able to maintain the required temperature. Rule of thumb: 4 hours outside of mechanical refrigeration.



Questions about meat, poultry, 
or shell egg sales at farmers’ 
markets?
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Product of the Farm



Minnesota Farmers’ Market 
Association will help with educating 
farmers’ market managers.

mfma.org
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Farmers’ Market Help:



Product of the Farm
● Meats with no added ingredients
● Poultry products with no added ingredients
● Shell eggs

If you are selling to an individual customer 
who comes to your farm:

• Meat packages must have been processed 
under continuous inspection

• Poultry and rabbit can be inspected, or 
processed on the farm

• Eggs need not be candled, graded, or labeled
41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The customer must actually set foot on your farm premises. The customer’s personal observation of your farm takes the place of agency inspection. Freezers used to hold frozen meat or poultry must be able to hold a temp of zero degrees F or below, but are not required to be ANSI certified.



Product of the Farm
● Poultry products with no added ingredients

If you are selling to an individual customer 
who comes to your farm:

• You can use the 1,000-bird exemption for on-
farm slaughter and processing of poultry. 

• No specific facilities requirements; you can do 
it in open-air

• Must be sanitary conditions

• You can hold the butchered birds in a freezer 
on your property.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This 1,000-bird exemption is available ONLY for sales to customers who come to your farm premises to pick up their butchered birds. The customer’s personal observation of your farm substitutes for inspection and facilities requirements. If you will be taking the birds away from your premises to a farmers’ market or on a delivery route, you must use the PL 90-492 exemption instead and follow the sanitary facilities requirements. 



Product of the Farm

Custom-Exempt Sales

Meat or poultry, sold prior to slaughter and 
processed at a licensed & permitted Custom-
Exempt facility

• The customer gives their cutting & processing 
instructions to the custom-exempt facility.

• The customer can choose to have ingredients 
added such as spices, and special processes 
such as smoking.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Packages will be marked “Not for Sale.” That means what it says. There has been some confusion; some people think that means the processing plant can’t sell the packages of meat but the farmer can. Not true. The farmer’s customer(s) must own the animal before it goes to slaughter. The farmer cannot legally take back packages marked Not for Sale and sell them.



Product of the Farm
Custom-Exempt Sales

Packages go to the customer and are labeled 
“Not for Sale” or unlabeled.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Packages will be marked “Not for Sale.” That means what it says. There has been some confusion; some people think that means the processing plant can’t sell the packages of meat but the farmer can. Not true. The farmer’s customer(s) must own the animal before it goes to slaughter. The farmer cannot legally take back packages marked Not for Sale and sell them. Same with unlabeled packages – those must go back to the owner of the animal and cannot be sold. 



Wild foraged foods

Product of the Farm =

Product of the Reservation =

Product of Ceded Territory 
with retained hunting, fishing, 
gathering rights
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The certification requirement for wild mushroom sales is for sales to food facilities. It is not a requirement for sales to individual end consumers at farmers’ markets. However, farmers’ markets would be well advised to require this certification in order to reduce their liability risk. The new Minnesota Food Code that took effect January 1, 2019 changed the mushroom certification requirements to require a course in mushroom identification that includes actual, fresh mushroom specimens. Currently the only entity offering such a course in MN is the MN Mycological Society.



Product of the Farm

Wild foraged foods
* Wild Mushrooms:  the seller must have 
their certificate of training in wild mushroom 
identification and be registered with the MN 
Department of Agriculture.

* Herbs, edible flowers, nuts, other edible 
plants or portions of plants, maple sap, 
birch sap: no special requirements.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The certification requirement for wild mushroom sales is for sales to food facilities. It is not a requirement for sales to individual end consumers at farmers’ markets. However, farmers’ markets would be well advised to require this certification in order to reduce their liability risk. The new Minnesota Food Code that took effect January 1, 2019 changed the mushroom certification requirements to require a course in mushroom identification that includes actual, fresh mushroom specimens. Currently the only entity offering such a course in MN is the MN Mycological Society.



Product of the Farm

Wild foraged foods

Tribal agency permit may be required for 
some wild harvesting

47

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Natural Resources agency may be the Minnesota DNR, or a tribal government agency.Some people manage forested lands specifically to encourage growth of wild species for harvest. Leasing land for that purpose would qualify the harvested products as “product of the farm.”



48

Processed Product 
of the Farm?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can product of the farm include processed products?



Product of the Farm

Can include processed fruits & vegetables

2 triggers end product of the farm status & 
require a license:

1. Sold by someone other than the farmer 
who grew it.

2. Added off-farm ingredients.

Processing is NOT a trigger to require a license 
(but maybe a commercial-grade facility, food 
safety plan, or other requirements)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was misrepresented in fact sheets for many years, and is still a major point of confusion for both farmers and inspectors. Prior to 2016 the MDA stated that processing of vegetables and fruits required a license. The point was clarified in 2016, and now MDA fact sheets state that farmers can process their produce without a license, but there is still rampant confusion. Processing cannot be done in a private residence kitchen and must follow CGMPs.



Product of the Farm
Product of the farm is NOT an exclusion 
from food safety requirements!

• Follow Current Good Manufacturing 
Practices (CGMPs)

• Adequate facility
* Not a private residence
* Not used for personal activities

50

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use “private residence” instead of home. If you have a commercial-grade kitchen facility on your property with separate entrance from your home, that can be used for product of the farm processing – BUT you cannot also use it for your regular preparation of meals for your private household.Cottage Food – takes the GMP rules, facilities requirements, 4626 is off the table.Meat for sale can’t be in the same freezer as your personal meat supplyCommercial kitchen attached to home and used for commerce can’t also be used for personal cooking.



Making vegetables presentable for 
sale is not “Processing”

● Trim roots
● Trim tops
● Wash off soil
● Remove outer 

husks or leaves

Farmers and 
gardeners can 
always do these 
tasks, using 
potable water, 
meaning water 
that is safe to 
drink.

51

Product of the Farm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These tasks can be done outdoors or in a packing shed. No inspection or approval is needed unless the farmer is covered by FSMA. Can people wash their veggies in their home kitchen? There is no rule preventing it. There is a requirement for general sanitary handling and the food cannot become contaminated. Annual water testing is recommended.



Product of the Farm
What is “processing” of fruits, vegetables, 
mushrooms, or herbs?

Peeling Slicing
Shredding Wrapping
Dehydrating Freezing
Bagging* Waxing
Canning* Treatment for ripening
Fermenting*

*These may be special processes that require 
additional training, certification, facilities, etc.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vacuum-sealing of produce creates a reduced-oxygen environment. ROPS = Reduced-Oxygen Packaging System. Similarly, the environment inside a canned jar of food is low or zero oxygen. Fermenting is a process that takes place in low-oxygen conditions. The risk here is botulism. The bacteria responsible for botulism, Clostridium botulinum, grows in low- or zero-oxygen conditions. Its growth is stopped by freezing and by acidity. People who want to can produce need training to ensure their process is correct. 



Product of the Farm

Examples:

● Shredded, bagged 
cabbage

● Peeled, sliced carrots
● Chunks of squash
● Frozen blueberries
● Frozen apple slices
● Frozen rhubarb chunks

Farmers can do 
this, with potable 
water, 
appropriate 
facilities (not a 
kitchen in a 
private 
residence), and 
appropriate 
processes. 
Follow CGMPs.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Farmers doing this type of processing cannot do it outdoors or in a private residence kitchen. They could construct an on-farm facility, or use a kitchen in a local church, community center, etc. Follow Current Good Manufacturing Practices.



Questions about 
fruit & vegetable 
processing under 
the Product of the 
Farm Exclusion?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember that product of the farm is product you grew, yourself, on land you control by ownership or renting. If you add ingredients to your produce or buy from another farmer, it isn’t your product of the farm anymore and you need a food handler or food manufacturer license.



Product of the Farm

Mixed-Ingredient 
Products:

Yes, this can be product 
of the farm so long as 
EVERY ingredient is 
produced by you on 
your farm or garden. What if you can’t 

produce every 
ingredient 
yourself?

Get a license!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting a license is by no means impossible. Farmers who want to do something that doesn’t fit well with Product of the Farm or with Cottage Food can get a license. Example: Salsa. You could grow the tomatoes, peppers, onions, garlic, and make your own vinegar from your own apples or potatoes – but if you add salt that wasn’t mined from your own salt mine on your own farm, that’s an off-farm ingredient and your salsa is no longer product of the farm. If you want to use salt, or you like lemon juice rather than vinegar, or you have a hard time growing good peppers and need to source those from someone else – get a license!



Product of the Farm

Sometimes you might be 
better off to use the 
Cottage Food Exemption, 

or to use an 
off-farm ingredient and 
get a license. 
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Presentation Notes
You have to follow the facilities and process requirements anyway, and those can be expensive. The purchase of a license winds up being a small percentage of the total cost of producing safe food, especially if you are doing special processes. If you’re in a situation of doing special processes that require certification and facilities standards, it can get complicated to get the right inspections and approval because inspection priority goes to licensed food businesses. You might get things moving more quickly if you make a product that includes off-farm ingredients, and get a license. 



Product of the Farm

You are responsible for the safety 
of your product that enters 
commerce. 

Even if other people mishandle 
the product after it leaves you, you 
may be held liable for injuries that 
may occur.

(Moral of the story: buy insurance)
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Presentation Notes
Moral of the story: buy insurance. Visit the Farm Commons website to find lots of information about how to use insurance to protect yourself, your business, and your farm. https://farmcommons.org



Product of the Farm

Traceability requirements don’t 
apply to every enterprise.

Traceability is a best practice 
regardless of requirement, 
and can help you manage risk
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Presentation Notes
Traceability means you can track one step forward and one step back from your business. One step back: where did your ingredients come from? One step forward: who bought your product? Retail sales to individual end consumers generally are not tracked, but you should know the venue where those sales took place; such as a farmers’ market. 



Any more questions 
about Product of the 
Farm?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk about removing fear of license



Cross-Border 
Sales

60



Cross-Border Sales

• Raw, whole fruit and vegetables 
can cross state & tribal borders.

• USDA-inspected meat and 
poultry can cross state & tribal 
borders.

• Licensed food can cross state 
borders if you register with FDA
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Presentation Notes
Sale of raw, whole fruit and vegetables or USDA-inspected meat across state borders is pretty easy. Cross-border sales of other kinds of food can get very complicated. Reach out for help if you want to sell food across state borders.



Cross-Border Sales

• Canned Cottage Food products 
cannot cross state borders per 
federal law.

• Baked or dry Cottage Food 
products can cross state & tribal  
borders if both governments 
allow it.
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Presentation Notes
Canned Cottage Food products cannot cross state borders because of federal laws about interstate commerce of heat-treated, sealed foods. In order to cross borders these products must be made under a license in a facility that is approved as a canning kitchen, under the supervision of someone trained and certified in safe canning processes. 



Cross-Border Sales

• Transport of canned or baked 
Cottage Food from reservation to 
reservation is allowed even if it 
crosses a state line, if both 
Tribes allow it. 
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Presentation Notes
Canned Cottage Food products cannot cross state borders because of federal laws about interstate commerce of heat-treated, sealed foods. In order to cross borders these products must be made under a license in a facility that is approved as a canning kitchen, under the supervision of someone trained and certified in safe canning processes. 



Exemption from 
licensing:

Food Sampling & 
Demonstration

M.S. 28A. 151
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Presentation Notes
Prior to 2014, if you wanted to offer food samples at a farmers’ market or festival, you had to get a license. This exemption was passed in 2014. It’s limited to farmers’ markets and community events (“community event” is not defined). 



At a farmers’ market 
or community event, 

you can give samples 
or do a cooking 

demonstration with 
samples, with no 

license.
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Presentation Notes
This is restricted to farmers’ markets and community events. 



Follow requirements 
in MN Rule 4626.1855

(Except you do not need to 
have hot, pressurized water 

for ware-washing)

(But you do need warm water 
for handwashing)
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Presentation Notes
You can use a gravity-fed reservoir for a handwashing station, and three basins to wash, rinse, and sanitize wares. Alternatively, you can bring enough clean utensils, bowls, etc. that you can keep swapping out clean for dirty during the event, and then take everything back to a kitchen facility for washing-up. Even though you do not need a license, you need to attend to food safety. If an inspector happens by and asks about your sampling, you need to be prepared to describe your sampling procedure and how you adhere to the special event food stand requirements.This ware-washing provision is one of those how-to-read-statute-and-Rule situations. The Food Sampling exemption says you have to follow Minnesota Rules 4626.1855, but not Part P.Part P says stands that are disassembled after each event can use three containers for wash, rinse, and sanitize of wares (instead of triple-wash sinks and pressurized hot water) ONLY IF the only foods served are beverages from dispenser, pre-packaged non-potentially hazardous foods, prepackaged foods cooked to order, or precut foods obtained from a licensed facility.Because the food sampling statute says that Part P in the Rule does not apply to food sampling, that means food sampling can involve any kind of food without triggering the requirement for pressurized hot water and triple-wash stainless steel sinks.



Publications
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Presentation Notes
Example of a simple handwashing station with a gravity system for water delivery. You need to have a flip-type spout that will stay open on its own so you can rub both hands together in the stream of water, rather than having to hold a push-button with one hand. The waste water must be collected and dumped into a sanitary sewer. It is not to be emptied out on the ground. Water for handwashing must be between 70o and 110o F, so in cooler weather you will need an insulated thermos-type of water reservoir. There is no scientific evidence that water has better inherent cleaning properties in the 70 to 110 degree range, but people are more likely to hold their hands in the water stream for a sufficient amount of time (20 seconds) at those temps.



Exemption from 
licensing:

Cottage Food

M.S. 28A.152
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Presentation Notes
Prior to 2015, similar exemptions existed. These were the non-potentially hazardous food exemption (“Bread Bill”) and the Pickle Bill. Both of those got rolled into the Cottage Food Law in 2015. 



Cottage Food: Per Individual

• Registration with MDA is required!
• Training is required, online or in-person
• Training is good for three years

Tier 1: 

• Up to $5,000 in annual gross sales
• No registration fee

Tier 2:

• Up to $18,000 in annual gross sales
• $50 annual registration fee

https://www.misa.umn.edu/resources/local-food-sales-resources/cottage-food
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Presentation Notes
The Cottage Food exemption applies to individuals. Training materials are at about the 6th-grade level, so a 12-year-old should be able to read and understand them. A family with two parents and two children over the age of 12 could have four individuals registered, all four could claim the $18,000 sales cap, and as a family they could sell $72,000 in Cottage Food product per year. 

https://www.misa.umn.edu/resources/local-food-sales-resources/cottage-food


Cottage Food   vs.   Licensed Local 
Food Sales

● Can make it in a 
home kitchen

● Non-potentially 
hazardous food

● $18,000 sales cap 
per individual per 
year

● ALL sales to 
individual consumers

● NO sales to 
businesses or other 
food facilities

● Product delivery 
must be in person

● Must make it in an 
approved commercial-
grade kitchen, not a 
private residence 
kitchen

● Any food product type 
is possible with 
appropriate facilities & 
training

● No sales cap
● Can sell to food 

businesses or food 
facilities

● Product delivery need 
not be in person
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note additional one-time plan review fee for building a facility.



Cottage Food
Examples:

● Bakery products
● Flavored honey or maple 

syrup products
● Pickles, salsa, fermented 

products
● Jam, jelly, fruit syrup 

The MN Farmers’ Market 
Association has a long list of 
allowed Cottage Food 
items:

These product types 
can be made and sold 
to INDIVIDUALS 
under the Cottage 
Food exemption …

BUT … 
If you want to sell 

items to a food 
business or food 
facility, you can’t do 
that under Cottage 
Food. Items must be 
made under a license 
in an approved 
facility.

https://www.mfma.org/CFL 71

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you start with Product of the Farm, a license requirement is triggered by addition of off-farm ingredients – but you may be able to use the Cottage Food Exemption from licensing. Don’t mix product: Cottage Food and non-Cottage Food. To a reasonable observer, is must be clear which is homemade and which is under a license. PRODUCTS have to fall under just one exemption, exclusion, or license. PEOPLE can have more than one role in their life. It gets tricky when the same person makes some products under a license and some under a Cottage Food exemption.

https://www.mfma.org/CFL


Cottage Food can 
be a stepping 
stone to licensed 
food production
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Presentation Notes
If food businesses or institutions want to buy your product, or your sales are going past $18,000 per year, you can get a license. 



Questions about 
Cottage Food?
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Legal Local Food
Don’t mix exclusions 
and exemptions for a 
single product!

You must meet all 
conditions of the 
exclusion or exemption 
in order to claim it.
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Presentation Notes
Example: dried herbs. You can do dried herb blends in your private residence kitchen under the Cottage Food Law, and you could even add off-farm ingredients to the blend, but there’s a sales cap. If you want to do it as Product of the Farm, there’s no sales cap but you can’t add off-farm ingredients and you can’t do it in your private residence kitchen.



Legal Local Food
Don’t mix exclusions and exemptions!

EXCEPT:  The exemption
for sampling & 
demonstration can be 
combined with either 
Cottage Food or 
Product of the Farm.
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Presentation Notes
There’s always an exception. Anything sold at farmers’ markets or community events is subject to the sampling & demonstration exemption. That is an exemption restricted by venue rather than by product type.



Licensed Local Food Sales

Individual farmers or others can 
get licensed by the Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture to sell:

● Foods they didn’t grow 
themselves on their owned or 
rented land

● Foods with off-farm 
ingredients added 
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Licenses
MDA License Types:

* Retail Food Handler

* Wholesale Food Handler

* Wholesale Food 
Manufacturer/Processor

* Food Broker
77
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Presentation Notes
Retail Food Handler – business that sells packaged foods or raw agricultural products to the end consumer. Think grocery store, or similar.Wholesale Food Handler – business that sells packaged foods or raw agricultural products to other food businesses. Think distributor or food hub.Wholesale Food Manufacturer/Processor – business that uses food ingredients to produce packaged food products for sale to other food businesses. A Cottage Food Producer who is stepping up to licensed production in order to sell jam to a grocery store would get a Wholesale Food Manufacturer license. All of these three license types also follow the 51% rule, so if you are making jam to sell both at retail and wholesale, if retail sales are the majority of your income from the jam, the license will be a Retail Food Handler.The Food Broker license is kind of its own island. Food Brokers arrange sales, take orders, dispatch deliveries, handle invoicing and payment – but do not actually take possession of the product at any point. If they took possession of the product in order to deliver it, they would be a wholesale food handler. Licensed food brokers may not take possession of the product, so if there’s a business that wants to do some broker-type sales but also some deliveries, they need a wholesale food handler license even if broker-type sales are the majority of their sales.



License Fees

What do MDA licenses cost?

Retail Food Handler: $77/yr

Wholesale Food Handler: $57/yr

Food Processor: $169/yr

(These are the lowest rates. Fees increase as 
annual revenue increases.)
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Presentation Notes
Food handler licenses from MDA are shown at the lowest rate. Fees increase as annual revenue increases. The annual sales thresholds for fee increases are $50,000 for retail food handler; $25,000 for wholesale food handler; $125,000 for food processor/manufacturer.



License Fees

Additional one-time cost for Plan 
Review for retail licenses.

MDA Plan Review fee: $200 to $425, 
based on square footage
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Presentation Notes
MDA wholesale licenses do not have a formal Plan Review process. There is still a requirement to work with an inspector to gain approval of the facility. 



Don’t Stay
Stuck!
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Presentation Notes
If you get tangled up and stuck, don’t just throw up your hands in dismay and decide it can’t be done. Reach out for help.



Thank you!

Jane Grimsbo Jewett
Associate Director
Minnesota Institute for Sustainable Agriculture
University of Minnesota
jewet006@umn.edu
218-670-0066
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Blazing through the 
Jungle of Local Food 
Regulations 

Funded by: 
North Central Sustainable Agriculture 
Research & Education Program 
(NCR-SARE)

www.misa.umn.edu/resources/blazing-trails
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